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1. Fellowship advertisement
and application form
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Professional Development Opportunity
B4FA Media Fellowship – Tanzania
Application for participation

The Cambridge, UK-run Biosciences for Farming in Africa (B4FA) project, funded by the philanthropic
John Templeton Foundation, is offering a Pan-African Professional Development programme over a
six month period to media professionals (including journalists, editors, broadcasters and producers)
in our focus countries in sub-Saharan Africa, including Tanzania.
What is the programme about?
The theme of the Fellowship is to promote better understanding and dialogue on developments in
agriculture and biosciences throughout Africa with specific emphasis on activities and research in our
focus countries.
Subjects to be covered during the Fellowship include: the history of plant breeding and agricultural
techniques, basic plant genetics, modern plant breeding and biotechnology for agriculture, the role
of international and African industry (eg seed producers), regulatory frameworks and future
opportunities and applications.
What will the Fellowship programme involve?
-

Dynamic 4 day training course in each focus country
Mentored field trips to regional scientific locations and projects of interest
Supportive professional dialogue and mentoring from leading scientists, journalists and policy
makers
Opportunities for international travel and conference attendance for high achieving
participants
Opportunities for future paid mentoring
Commitment to use learned skills and knowledge in the production of media pieces and
facilitation to publish and produce relevant media pieces

What will participants get out of it?
-

The Fellowship is unpaid. However, Fellows will receive expenses and per diems for training
courses and field trips.
The Fellowship will not infringe upon your responsibilities to current employment.
Certificates will be provided on successful completion of courses and the Fellowship.
Greater appreciation and understanding of current issues in genetics, agriculture, and the
scientific work being carried out in Africa to help address these.
Opportunities to hone reporting skills to bring important local stories to the attention of
readers and listeners.
Interaction with local and international experts.
Benefit from mentoring by experienced African and international journalists.

If you wish to be considered for one of these Fellowships, please complete the form below in as
much detail as possible, and submit it to tanzania b4fa.org by 30 June 2012 together with all
supporting material.
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We will accept written material in Microsoft Word or PDF format, and audio material in mp3 format.
If you wish to submit video material, please check with us first regarding the size and format of your
file. If you are in employment in a media organisation, we strongly encourage you to submit a letter
of support from your editor, producer, managing editor etc.
We will be carrying out face-to-face interviews in Abuja after shortlisting in late July and early
August. Proposed training dates for this year are November 5th – 8th. Please ensure you will be
available on these dates before applying.
More details of the project and Fellowship can be found at b4fa.org

B4FA Media Fellowship – Tanzania
Application Form
Details
1. Name of applicant

Answers

2. Address of applicant
3. Date of birth
4. Gender

male/female

5. Office and/or mobile telephone number
(please indicate preferred contact)
6. Email address
7. Name of media organisation for which
you work (if any)
8. Job title (Reporter, editor, freelance etc)
9. Please describe you role, and how long
you have worked in it for
10. Media qualifications
11. Previous media experience (jobs,
traineeships etc)
12. Previous training courses taken
(especially any science/ agricultural
reporting courses)
13. List your current areas of interest in
reporting
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14. Please describe why you are interested
in this Media Fellowship
15. Please describe why you believe you are
a strong candidate for this Media
Fellowship
16. Do you have the approval of your
editor/producer etc to participate in this
Fellowship for 6 months? Are you
attaching a letter of support?
17. Examples of previous work:
All these pieces must be your own work
– pieces found to have been copied will
result in the disqualification of the
candidate.

Approval: yes/no/not applicable
Name and position of approver:
Letter attached: yes/no
Please submit up to 3 short pieces (up to 500 words
each for print, up to 3 minutes for audio/video) which
you have produced in the last two years on an
agricultural, scientific or technical issue. Please give a
date and where the piece was printed or broadcast in
each case.
If you have NOT produced any agric, scientific or
technical pieces in the last two years, please send us
up to 2 examples of what you consider your best
reporting on other issues, AND please write or record
a NEW piece of up to 500 words or 3 minutes on an
issue to do with agricultural, plant breeding or
biotechnology currently in your country.
Titles of pieces submitted:
1.
2.
3.

18. Please list any experience you have of
either farming or scientific research (if
any) – eg former work, family
engagement in these activity,
experience from childhood etc
19. Commitment

If successful, are you able to commit to attending the
mandatory training course and engaging with the
Fellowship opportunities over the six month period?
Yes/no

Please submit to tanzania b4fa.org by 30 June 2012
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2. Interview findings and
candidates selected
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In Tanzania we interviewed 54 print and especially broadcast journalists. Several were extremely
senior within their organisations but felt that the subject matter of B4FA was important for them to
understand as well. Most journalists had a specific farming or policy interest – though science
journalism in Tanzania is very weak.
Language proved to be a great challenge – the media in Tanzania is divided into English and Kiswahili,
and many of the Kiswahili journalists had very poor English. We carried out some interviews using
translation, but will need to review how we can engage with these journalists in a subsequent
training course.
Knowledge of biosciences was very weak (with many equating “bio” through its German meaning
with “organic”) but there was reasonably strong awareness of agricultural issues, with many
interviewees either farming themselves or coming from a farming background in the village.
Interestingly, one of the journalists who applied, and who we selected, was the individual identified
during our scoping as one of the most critical of GM in the Tanzanian media.
Prospective fellows selected from the interview round were:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Samson Kamalamo
Leonard Magomba
Rosemary Mirondo
Lutengano Haonga
Anastazia Anyimike
Rahel Alex Muhando
Polycarp Machira
Victor Karega
Daniel Semberya
Kenan Kalagho
Juma Abdalla
John Mbalamwezi
Daniel R. Majulu
Pastor Lazarus S. Laiser
Esther Enock Mwangabula
Jamila Abdallah
Finnigan wa Simbeye

Deputy Managing Editor, Changamoto Newspaper
Bureau Chief, East African Business Week
Reporter, The EastAfrican
Tanzania Broadcasting Corporation (TBC)
Habarileo
TBC TV
The Citizen
The Citizen
Sub-editor, The African Newspaper
East African Business Week
Zenji FM Zanzibar
The East African Business Week
Producer, Radio47 FM
Journalists and Media trainer, Radio Habari Maalum College
Media trainer/Freelance writer
Managing Editor, Changamoto News
Daily News
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3. Pre-course reading material
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Material distributed on USB stick and physically (book) before training workshops took place.

Noel Kingsbury: Hybrid – the history and science of plant breeding (Book)

British Society of Plant Breeders – Handbook on Plant breeding

ISAAA guide to Agricultural Biotechnology

Calestous Juma: The New Harvest – Agricultural Innovation in Africa
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4. Workshop Programme
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Media Fellowships - Tanzania
Initial Dialogue and Training Workshop on Plant Breeding, Genetics and
Biosciences for Farming in Africa

PROGRAMME
4th – 8th November 2012
Palace Hotel, Arusha

Day 0 – Sunday 4 November 2012
Participants arrive

Day 1 – Monday 5 November 2012
0900

Welcome and Introductions
Bernie Jones; Course Leader

SESSION 1 - Background
0930

Plant Breeding, Genetics and Agriculture
Tina Barsby; National Institute for Agricultural Botany, UK
Discussion – tea/coffee

1230

Lunch

SESSION 2 – Practical Journalism & Science
1330

Science Journalism
Joseph Kithama ; Media Consultant

1430

Science Experiment – DNA extraction
Bernie Jones
Tea/coffee break

1600

Video Presentation: TED – Ben Goldacre – “Battling Bad Science”

1630

Professional Journalism
Feedback on pre-course pieces & prep for practical sessions
Sharon Schmickle
Dinner
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Day 2 – Tuesday 6 November 2012
Breakfast

SESSION 3 – Biosciences for Agriculture I
0900

Interview presentations: Hybridisation, Tissue Culture and Seed Banks
Discussion – tea/coffee

1030

Local case-study 1 – Cassava brown streak disease
Fortunus Kapinga; Naliendele

1100

Local case-study 2 – Cassava seed multiplication

1130

Local case-study 3 – Marker-assisted cassava breeding
Esther Masumba; Roots & Tubers Research programme

FIELD VISIT 1
1230

Depart – lunch on bus

1330

AVRDC

1600

Depart

SESSION 4 – Practical Journalism
1700

Professional Journalism
Pitching an angle
Sharon Schmickle
Dinner
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Day 3 – Wednesday 6 November 2012
Breakfast

SESSION 5 – Biosciences for Agriculture II
0900

Genetic Modification
Chris Leaver; University of Oxford, UK
Discussion – tea/coffee

1130

Local case study 4 – groundnut breeding
Omari Mponda; Naliendele ARI

1200

Local case study 5 – coconut breeding
Grace Chipungahelo; MARI

SESSION 6 – Practical Journalism
1230

Professional Journalism
Interviewing skills
Sharon Schmickle

FIELD VISIT 2
1300

Lunch (on coaches)

1330

Afrisem

1700

return

Dinner
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Day 4 – Thursday 7 November 2012
Breakfast

SESSION 7 – Practical Journalism
0900

Professional Journalism
Writing skills
Sharon Schmickle – tea/coffee

SESSION 8 – Regulatory and Commercial considerations
1030

Agricultural biotechnology and the regulatory environment

1115

Agricultural biotechnology and industry
Daniel Otunge, AATF
Discussion

1230

Lunch

SESSION 9 – Practical Journalism
1330

Professional Journalism
Final feedback
Sharon Schmickle
Tea/coffee

SESSION 10 – Closing
1600

Prize-giving and closing
Next steps and establishment of follow-up network
Opportunities for participation in future courses
Announcement of prize-winners for best articles produced

1630

Official Close
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5. List of participants and
biographies
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Media Fellowships – Tanzania
List of Participants

B4FA Media Fellows
Samson Kamalamo

Deputy Managing Editor, Changamoto Newspaper
+255784500501/+255754468229
kamalamo@gmail.com

Leonard Magomba

Bureau Chief, East African Business Week
+255784226616
Magomba2004@yahoo.co.uk

Rosemary Mirondo

Reporter, The EastAfrican
+255786348767
marymirondo@gmail.com

Lutengano Haonga

Tanzania Broadcasting Corporation (TBC)
+255754638558; +255655638558
lutenganoh@yahoo.co.uk

Anastazia Anyimike

Habarileo
+255713508835
anaanyimike@yahoo.com

Rahel Alex Muhando

TBC TV
+255757843606; +255713344082
rmuhando@yahoo.com

Polycarp Machira

The Citizen
+255787308618; +255655308618
pmachira@yahoo.com

Victor Karega

The Citizen
+255713752810
victorkarega@yahoo.com

Daniel Semberya

Sub-editor, The African Newspaper
+255784683503; +255655683503; +255759563078
dnlsemerya@gmail.com ; d_semberya@yahoo.com

Kenan Kalagho

East African Business Week
Kenane24@yahoo.com
+255655893163

Juma Abdalla

Zenji FM Zanzibar
+255773160341
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John Mbalamwezi

Jabdali2004@yahoo.com
The East African Business Week
+255716313827
mbalamwezijohn@yahoo.com

Daniel R. Majulu

Producer, Radio47 FM
drmajulu@yahoo.com
+255 754 565 553

Pastor Lazarus S. Laiser

Journalists and Media trainer, Radio Habari Maalum College
lazarusls@yahoo.co.uk
+255 767 558 668

Esther Enock Mwangabula

Media trainer/Freelance writer
Esthertz@yahoo.com
+255 754 876 177

Jamila Abdallah

Managing Editor, Changamoto News
Dar es Salaam
jamilachangamoto@gmail.com
+255785490498

Finnigan wa Simbeye

Daily News
fsimbeye@yahoo.com
+255784387978

B4FA Experts, Presenters & Mentors
Simon Berege

Assistant Lecturer, Tumaini University, Iringa
sberege@gmail.com
+255767888659, +255716198082

Joseph Kithama

Media Consultant
hkithama@gmail.com
+255754395181; +255658395181

Mike Mande

Bureau Chief (Dar-es-Salaam), The East African
+2552119657/8/9, +255784588118, +255685647545
mande_m@yahoo.com, mmade@tz.nationmedia.com

Chris Leaver

Emeritus Professor, University of Oxford
chris.leaver@plants.ox.ac.uk

Chris Leaver is Emeritus Professor of Plant Sciences at the University of Oxford. He was awarded the
CBE for his distinguished contributions to science of plant development. He is a member of The
European Molecular Biology Organisation, Fellow of The Royal Society, Humboldt Prize-winner, and
has had a longstanding record of engagement in informing the public understanding of the role
modern plant breeding.
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Daniel Otunge

African Agricultural Technology Foundation, Nairobi
d.otunge@aatf-africa.org

Daniel Otunge, a Kenyan, is a development communication expert with over 10 years’ experience. He
holds a Master of Arts degree in Philosophy, a Postgraduate Diploma in Mass Communications, and a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Sociology from the University of Nairobi. Daniel is waiting to graduate with
an MA in Development Communication from the University of Nairobi. Prior to joining AATF, Daniel
was the head of Communication and Advocacy at the African Seed Trade Association (AFSTA) where he
helped establish and manage the communication department responsible for corporate
communication, membership relations, events management, strategic communication, logistics and
biotechnology outreach programme targeting seed companies and national seed trade associations in
Africa. Before joining AFSTA, Daniel worked for about six years as Communication Officer with the
International Service for the Acquisition of Agri-biotech Applications (ISAAA AfriCenter). Daniel also
teaches mass communication and development communication at St Paul’s University, Limuru, Kenya,
as an adjunct lecturer. As Regional Coordinator of the Open Forum for Agricultural Biotechnology
(OFAB), Daniel is responsible for effective and efficient coordination and management of OFAB
activities in Africa.

Dr Omari Mponda

Plant Breeder, ARI-Naliendele
mpondaomari@hotmail.com
+255784471813

Esther Murumba

Cassava specialist, Sugarcane Research Institute, Kibaha
emasumba@yahoo.com
+255 784 302 374

Grace Chipungahelo

Agricultural Research Institute-Mikocheni
chipungahelo@yahoo.com
+255754439323

Derick Samwel

Agric Extension Officer
derrick.samwel@yahoo.com
+255684038645

Fortunus Kapinga

ARI-Naliendele
+255784327881
fakapinga@yahoo.com

Sharon Schmickle

Journalist
sschmickle@gmail.com

Sharon Schmickle is an award-winning journalist with 30 years of experience covering local, national
and international news. As a reporter for the Minneapolis Star Tribune, her beats included the
Washington bureau during the 1990s and covering wars in Iraq and Afghanistan during the 2000s. She
also covered science with emphasis on agriculture and biotechnology. More recently, her science
coverage has appeared in the Washington Post, MinnPost.com and the web site of the Pulitzer Center
on Crisis Reporting in Washington DC. Beyond graduating from the University of Minnesota’s School of
Journalism, Sharon has studied under fellowships including the Templeton-Cambridge 2007 science
journalism fellowship at Cambridge University in England, the Knight Science Journalism program at
Massachusetts Institute of Technology and the Council For the Advancement of Science Writing Inc. in
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New York. Her journalism awards include: McClatchy Presidents Award for a series about attitudes in
Japan toward genetically modified foods, Pulitzer Prize finalist for coverage of the U.S. Supreme Court
justices and federal judges, National Press Club’s Washington Correspondent of the Year for coverage
of the federal budget as it affected one Minnesota community, Overseas Press Club of America first
place award for coverage of agricultural trade friction between France and the United States. Sharon
has taught writing, journalism and public affairs at Macalester College, the University of St. Thomas
and the University of Minnesota’s Humphrey Institute.
Tina Barsby

National Institute for Agricultural Botany, UK

Dr Barsby was appointed Chief Executive and Director of NIAB in September 2008, becoming the first
female Chief Executive in the Institute’s 90-year history. A plant geneticist, Dr Barsby has extensive
experience in plant biotechnology and applied plant science, spanning both academic and commercial
research in the agricultural crop sector, including 18 years with Groupe Limagrain. She has extensive
scientific experience in biotechnology and seed development, especially in wheat and oilseed rape,
and has been involved in various cross-sector activities bringing together scientists and breeders. Tina
has a first degree in Agricultural Botany from the University of Wales at Bangor, and a PhD from the
University of Nottingham. She spent a postdoctoral period at Kansas State University, and worked at
Allelix Inc., Ontario, Canada for several years before returning to the UK in 1989.

B4FA Staff
Bernie Jones

B4FA
bernie@b4fa.org

Based in Strasbourg, France, Bernie Jones specialises in the international development and science
policy and communications area. He has been Interim Executive Director for the InterAcademy Panel
and the InterAcademy Medical Panel, International Director of Shaw Trust – a UK disability charity,
Head of International Policy at the Royal Society, and Executive Director, European Academies Science
Advisory Council. He has also worked in the commercial arena, spending 8 years working in a variety
of roles at British Airways plc. Bernie is a graduate of the Universities of Edinburgh and Cambridge in
the UK, with degrees in Cognitive Science, Computer Science and Experimental Psychology.
Claudia Canales

B4FA; University of Oxford, UK
claudia@b4fa

Claudia Canales is a plant molecular biologist based at Oxford University, United Kingdom with a near
decade of experience in plant genetics research. She worked as Senior Project Officer for the ISAAA,
based in the Philippines. A graduate of the University of Reading in Environmental Biology, she gained
a DPhil in Plant Genetics at Oxford.

Claudia Fichtner

B4FA Project Assistant
claudiafichtner@web.de
+255769199435
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6. Training course and Field
Trip highlights
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The training workshop took place at the Palace Hotel in Arusha over a four day period, and included an
enhanced number of games/simulations, a practical exercise (DNA extraction), and two afternoons of
field trips to the African Vegetable Research & Development Centre and to a commercial firm –
Afrisem – which was involved in breeding high quality vegetable seeds for the local market.
Participation
All of the fellows selected at interview attended the workshop, though some of the experts had
problems with conflicting diary commitments (and indeed one had health problems during the
workshop and was unable to deliver her second presentation).
Programme
The programme followed the revised format for courses used in Uganda the week before, building on
the learning from the initial West African workshops.
In fact, though, we had some significant time over-runs in some of the learning sessions, and other
issues (such as an expert falling ill) so in practice we were able to further adapt the programme to
address areas of particular interest to the participants.
Fellows
The Tanzanian fellows, though a little reserved, were very engaged with the subject matter. Many of
them were close to agriculture themselves, or felt it was part of their role in the media to support and
advocate for improvements to agriculture, as an important national industry.
The personal experience became very useful, when fellows related what they were learning back to
what they had experienced themselves on the farm. One fellow – unprompted – contributed the
following insight during the inheritance of traits game featuring white and yellow maize:
“my grandfather always told us in the village that we must never plant a field of yellow maize next to a
field of white maize, or all the maize will turn out yellow. I never realised until now that this was simply
due to genetics and a dominant gene, and neither did he. But he knew what the result would be for his
farm…”
Language remained an issue even though we had selected fellows for their ability use English. To
assure comprehension, we did have to take some parts of the training more slowly, and occasionally
asked others in the room to provide Kiswahili translations. There are terms missing in Kiswahili,
however, for many biosciences concepts.
Innovation
Feedback continued throughout the course appreciating its innovative nature – especially the
combination of scientific presentations and expertise combined with the opportunity to learn about
the fundamentals, and take part in practicals and games to consolidate the learning. Local scientific
participation
Scientific participation was good, with some of the local experts in particular having experience across
the range, and having good science communication skills as well.
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Field trips
At AVRDC fellows had the opportunity to see tissue culture laboratories, a large farmers
demonstration plot featuring many local vegetables whose cultivation was not popular, and a
significant seed bank of local traditional vegetables.
At AFRISEM, fellows were given a the opportunity to see the commercial side of plant breeding, along
with the process of producing and multiplying the seed, and how the company is working with local
farmers through demonstration plots to determine the best way for them to maximise their yields.
Journalism exercises
We only asked fellows to produce a single piece of journalism for mentoring and judging. This afforded
us the chance to work with them in depth on improving the piece, as well as carrying out sideexercises on crafting the title, and a top, and thinking about audiences for their piece.
Continuity
Fellows were pleased at the follow-up plans for the fellowships, and felt there was high value in
remaining part of the fellowship and benefitting from further engagement and future opportunities.
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7. In-course journalistic pieces
produced
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Journalism exercises – in course pieces produced by media fellows.
Agriculture in Tanzania, Polycarp Machira .................................................................................... 31
Two Interviews with bioscience research scientists, Esther Enoch ................................................ 33
Hybrid seeds help farmers to combat hunger in Tanzania, Jamila Abdallah ................................. 34
Increased production of rice will decrease price in Tanzania, Samson Kamalamo ....................... 36
Africa Can Feed Itself, Earn Billions By Adopting GMO, Hellen Nachilongo................................... 38
Farmers To Benefit Hybrid Seeds And Improved Nutrition, Rosemary Mirondo ........................... 40
Tanzania advised to opt GMO to cut food crisis, increases productivity, Leonard Magomba ...... 42
Breeders, farmers heave sigh of relief as parliament enacts rights bill, Finnigan wa Simbeye ..... 45
Introduction of GMO Might Face A Big Blow If Farmers Not Covered First, John Mbalamwezi.... 47
Tanzania researchers see radical solution to improved seeds, Anastasia Anyimike ..................... 49
The Cultivation Of Sorgham, Daniel Magulu .................................................................................. 51
Maasai agriculture story, Lazarus Laiser ........................................................................................ 52
Tanzanian agriculture and biosciences, Lutengano Haonga .......................................................... 53
Prize winners .................................................................................................................. 54
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Agriculture in Tanzania
By Polycarp Machira
Tanzania has the potential of increased agricultural production if farmers in the country adopt new
technologies, agricultural experts have observed.
They argue that with arable land and suitable climate, farmers in the country only need to use
improved seeds that would give better yield and income.
Most farmers in the country still rely on the traditional mode of farming and do not use hybrid seeds
or new breeds of plants, thanks to lack of information on the improved way of farming.
Prof. Christopher Leaver, Emeritus professor of plant science at the University of Oxford who visited
the country recently noted that local farmers can increase their income through increased use of
improved seeds.
He said with new technology like plant breeding, farmers will be able to have superior breeds that can
withstand hard conditions, for example drought and diseases.
“There is need to do something to support crops grown by small scale farmer, this is by either using
improved seeds or adopt better breeds” he noted.
Experience show that a lot of crops in the country face various challenges such us diseases hard
climatic conditions which call for improved variety. For example, cassava, the most commonly planted
crop in the country face serious diseases.
Derick Samwel, Agriculture Officer at Mkuranga Agriculture Institute noted that there is need to
develop new seed variety of seeds that adopt the new condition in the region, saying the latest
research show that the existing seeds cannot benefit farmers any more.
He noted that the situation has been caused by non- commercial cassava multiplication centres.
According to Samwel, plant breeders have released so many varieties of plants in the country but very
few reach the final users.
But Dr. Omari Mponda, a senior researcher at Nandiele Agricultural Research Institute attest that
improved farming using better seeds have shown better results in Mtwara region.
He said it was not until farmers in the region started using improved seeds that the farmers started
getting better harvest, which enabled them increase their income too. “Breeders in the area came up
with better seeds and later sold to farmers and the results is very clear, better harvest” he said.
On the other hand better seeds in the country are increasingly paying off, especially on horticulture
and flowers which have received close attention.
Tanzania’s horticultural sector has received a great deal of attention from local and international
researchers, government, and donors over the past decade, due to the rapid and sustained growth of
its export sector.
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From a very low base, Tanzania’s horticultural exports (defined here to include fruit and vegetables but
not flowers) grew 9 per year in the first decade after independence, then 17 percent per year from
1974-1983.
According Hassan Ndiga, horticulturalist at the Arusha based AVRDC-World Vegetable Centre;
horticulture farming is on the increase due to adoption of more education.
The company has a variety of 2370 seeds in the seed bank, the amount that is meant for exportation
to other country, but local farmers also have access to the seeds.
“Horticulture farming in the region has increased tremendously due to better seeds and knowledge
that local farmers have acquired”. This has also been pushed by the growing demand for vegetables in
the region and country at large.
Vegetable growth in slowed over the 1980s and 1990s, but still averaged about 4 per cent per annum
over the past decade. By the year 2000, fruit and vegetable exports amounted to US$270m, or 15
percent of Kenya’s total export economy.
This impressive growth has undoubtedly contributed to increased rural incomes and reduced rural
poverty, through both direct production effects and linkage effects, as horticultural incomes from
export are re-spent in rural areas.
Production of most horticultural crops is practiced by small scale farmers except for a few crops
especially flowers such as cut flower roses, chrysanthemums, geraniums, asters, etc and some
exportable vegetables such as green beans, peas, courgettes, baby corns, chilies, baby carrots, baby
leeks etc. which are produced by large scale farmers and companies for export.

Ends..
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Two Interviews with bioscience research scientists

Esther Enoch

Piece 1.mp3

Piece 2.mp3
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Hybrid seeds help farmers to combat hunger in Tanzania

By Jamila Abdallah Nassor-CHANGAMOTO
THE usage of hybrid seeds and plants in Tanzania is seen as move by the small scale farmers to
combat prolonged hunger in some districts of the country.
Dr. Omar Mponda, Principal Researcher at Naliendele Agricultural Research Institute says that
the media should commit themselves in promoting hybrid seeds and plants to improve food
security in Tanzania.
Dr. Mponda said that hybrid is a solution for improving food in urban areas as the urban
population purchase food every day at higher cost.
According to Dr. Mponda by using hybrid technology, farmers will get more products and the
food price in towns will be reduced automatically as the crops planted will have short time of
growing .
Dr. Mponda said this during the media training in Arusha, Tanzania when a group of 20
journalists from across the country met for the first training programme on science
journalism.
The Tanzania media has power to afflict the comfortable and comfort the afflicted in different
aspect of life, so they have to use this knowledge through Bioscience for Farming in Africa
(B4FA) program to ensure every one become familiar with hybrid seeds.
“The media have got a lot to tell people about advantages of hybrid from now because the
B4FA brings closer relationships between sciences and media together purposely to ensure
the good news on hybrid are disseminated,” he said.
The Tanzania Government has for sometime for long time demonstrated shallow and poor
trends of encouraging farmers to use hybrid thus making the country to experience hunger
and food insecurity.
According to Dr Mponda Hybrid gives a better seed scientifically compared to open
pollinated one.
Abel Kuley, Development Manager at RijkZwaan in Arumeru says that seeds that hybrid has to
do with quality only although other scientists agree on the open pollinated is traditional way
using seeds with no science than expecting god blessings.
Mr. Kuley said that the different between hybrid and open pollinated is technology an science
behind it, high production, good harvest and production for longer and quality of ending
product.
According to Mr. Kuley hybrid is better than open pollinated because no description, can be
resistant in tropical but they choice is remain to the users.
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“We are promoting both improving the traditional drip irrigation of vegetation again they sell
seeds for about 104 farmers and they train them for free,” he said.
In Tanzania researchers from research institute have been struggling to develop hybrid seeds
without the support of government.
The country has seven agricultural research centers including Uyole in Mbeya, Dakawa in
Morogoro, Sellian in Arusha where hybrid of maize developed but have not been given media
coverage.
Since 1960 Tanzania have been using open pollinated to date while other countries like
America a doubted hybrid since 1925 to date they do not have food insecurity at all.
Americans and other developed country like India are using these products especial on the
maize, potatoes all vegetables and fruits and they live longer than others in Tanzania.
“Actually if we want to reach the Tanzania vision on the year 2025 which insists on the
achieving the middle income economy by using open pollinated varieties will be as good as
nothing” Mponda says and add;
Dr. Mponda cited the countries of Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe before political difficulties
were using hybrid to develop agriculture and were getting a lot of crops.
ENDS
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Increased production of rice will decrease price in Tanzania

By Samson Kamalamo
SPEAKING of buying rice in Tanzania is like a nightmare. Although it is produced in different
parts of the country, the price is high like sky.
Common citizens living in urban and rural areas have started regarded it as one of the
luxurious goods found in the country. They cannot afford even a single kilogram; instead they
are looking for the cheap and affordable alternative food.
A market price for the rice is between 1,800 to 2,200 shillings per kilogram which is not
enough for the common standard Tanzanian family of six people.
Although the price might be cheap to some of the people to most is terrifying as their daily
income is between 1,000 – 3,000 shillings.
Knowing that rice is among the major staple in Tanzania, International Rice Research Institute
(IRRI) and Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA), have decided to train Africans
including Tanzanians in rice research and extension.
Through such training Japan has decided to provide US$4 million which will be used to train
about 157 Africans from Tanzania, Rwanda, Uganda, Kenya and Mozambique.
“This Program for Africa will help develop sustainable rice production systems and meet
Tanzania’s growing demand for rice” said Makena Murori, IRRI Tanzania Representative.
She added that: “Not widely known as a rice region, Tanzania is in fact important rice
producer and consumer. Rice is the fastest growing food staple and in Tanzania, annual rice
consumption is increasing by 6% a year, with nearly half of it imported”.
However, Makena revealed that IRRI has received support from JICA to manage the training
and will work with the Philipines Rice Research Institute (PhilRice) to manage, host, and
deliver the courses in the Philippines.
That is part of the overall initiative of the Coalition for Africa Rice Development (CARD) to
increase rice production in Africa.
“Improving rice production in Tanzania is critical to meet the region’s expected demand for
rice in the future,” said Makena.
“Training young Africans in all aspects of rice production so they know the latest and most
useful information and can build professional networks will empower them to play an active
role in developing environmentally sustainable rice production in their countries,” she added.
The training targets extension officers, junior researchers, and research technicians, who all
play a role in rice research and development.
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The full training support package from JICA is for 4 years, covering 2011 to 2014, and an
expected total of 157 Africans are expected to be trained during this time thanks to their
support.
Makena insisted that improving rice production in Tanzania and Africa at large will help
deliver better incomes for rice farmers and keep rice prices affordable for consumers.
The initiative will help lift more Tanzanian out of poverty and improve national economy.
In Tanzania rice in vast produced in Mbeya, Shinyanga, Iringa and Morogoro Regions. Already
Southern Agricultural Growth Corridor of Tanzania (SACGOT) had focused on increasing
agricultural yield in terms of quality and quantity for the local and international market.
Ends.
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Africa Can Feed Itself, Earn Billions By Adopting GMO

Hellen Nachilongo
Africa’s farmers can potentially grow enough food to feed the continent, provide raw
materials for the growing industries and avert future food crises if countries will be willing
embrace GMO.
With many African farmers effectively cut off from the high-yield seeds, and affordable
fertilizers and pest sides needed to expand their crop production, the continent has turned to
foreign imports to meet its growing needs in staple foods.
The World Bank experts demand for food in Africa to double by 2020 as people increasingly
leave the country side and move to the continent’s cities.
“The only way to feed the growing population is through the adoption of GMO, because it
helps the farmer to have a high yield variety of seeds, seeds that are resistant to deceases.
Seeds that are tolerant from stressed environment and droughts,” said Dr. Chris Lever, from
the University of Oxford, United Kingdom.
In the past when the population was small and the environment was conducive for
agriculture, it was okey for farmers to use traditional methods to feed the population.
“But the current poor environmental condition accompanied with the drastic population
increase lives the farmers with no option that adopting GMO,” said Dr. Tina Barsby from
National institute for agricultural botany, United kingdom.
Population in most African countries is expected to double by 2050 with no exceptional of
Tanzania therefore it is time for African countries to tune themselves and adapt genetic
organism and modern farming in order to feed the growing population in near future.
With as many as 19 million people living in the threat of hunger malnutrition experts are
confident that the adoption of GMO should be one of the necessities that would help
Tanzania to achieve green revolution.
The move to make green revolution come true should go hand in hand with determination of
accurate education on GMO and the associates, infrastructure development, as well as
removing barriers to regional trade in food staples.
“To overcome this Tanzania and Africa in general should transform agricultural sector to a
modern system, to enhance food security and increase the incomes of small farmers and
proccesors through improving irrigation constructions of rural roads and other related issues,
says the new World Bank report, Africa can help feed Africa.
So far Tanzania has potential of land for faming, currently 20 to 25 million of hectares of
Tanzania land are highly potential as well as 29.4 million hectares of land with varying degree
of promising and fertile for agriculture.
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“With all potential land that Tanzania own, the country will remain poor in terms of
agriculture if GMO will not be adapted because agriculture growth is still behind, despite the
country’s economy is increasing,” says the World Bank report.
According to the World Bank, the country’s economy is increasing and it is expected to grow
between 6.5 to 7 per cent by 2014 with farmers remaining poor and cost of food price
increasing.
Tanzania’s economy has been growing rapidly especially, in tourism sector , minerals and gas
due to discovery of gas but agriculture still sector remain poor, for this reasons awareness of
the government is to increase promote agriculture and GMO system.
Therefore awareness should be applied to small scale farmers, commercial farmers and the
government to look for alternative ways of applying various modern seeds and fertilizers.
According to the statistics available, only five percent of cereals imported by African countries
come from African countries while huge tracks of fertile land remain uncultivated and yields
remain fraction of those obtained by farmers elsewhere in the world.
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Farmers To Benefit Hybrid Seeds And Improved Nutrition

By Rosemary Mirondo
A farmer in Lindi region, Janet Mathew a widower of nine children is facing hard times ahead
including hunger only four months after harvesting food on her two acre plot due to low
yields resulting from use of traditional seeds and poor crop husbandry practices.
According to Ms. Mathew, she plants maize, sorghum and a bit of vegetables on her farm, but
regularly get very low yields which cannot support her all year around and has to do casual
work to supplement her family’s needs during the off season.
“I farm together with my children but despite our efforts, we get very low yields due to
climate change, diseases and lack of modern technology. I cannot sell my crops to buy other
nutritious foods for my children and other necessities,” she said.
She said that since her husband died, life has become difficult because she depends on
farming which is not able to support her adequately and some of her children have had to
drop out of school. Her last born daughter, Susan who is two years old suffers from
malnutrition due to lack of proper nutrients.
A report released by Save the Children shows that Tanzania is among the 10 worst hit
malnourished countries where some 43,000 children under the age of five die from
malnutrition annually.
A breeder from Naliendele Agriculture Research Institute in Mtwara, Dr. Omari Mponda said
that the majority of small scale farmers in the country lack awareness and accessibility of
modern hybrid seeds bred by scientists in the country.
Dr Mponda said that farmers should be trained and involved in the process of cross breeding
crops to develop hybrids which are high yielding and have high nutrient content to address
needs of families such as Ms Mathew’s.
However he said that most farmers in the country are still not able to access improved seeds
bred by national researchers and seemed optimistic of the passing of a plant breeder right bill
by parliament which will motivate commercial companies to multiply hybrids and sell to
farmers.
“Despite Tanzania having best laws and policies on seeds there has been shortage of certified
seeds, but with the passing of the bill, the private sector will get more involved from both in
and outside the country which will benefit local farmers and especially small scale farmer,” he
said.
Adding that, “Tanzania should focus on reducing poverty and improving nutrition through key
investments to improve availability and access to staple foods by enhancing the
competitiveness of smallholders in rice, maize and horticulture value chains targeting areas
with high agriculture potential bordering chronically food insecure districts,”.
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To achieve this local farmers should transform their agricultural sector to achieve food
security and increase the incomes of smallholder farmers and agro-processors through
improving irrigation, building rural infrastructures and connecting farmers to improved
technology like hybrid seeds. Currently agriculture is growing at 4.2per cent annually while the
growth of the economy is between 6 -7per cent annually.
For the overall economy to grow faster the agricultural sector has to grow by at least 6per
cent annually, experts argue.
According to the Minister of Agriculture and Food Security Mr, Christopher Chiza, the national
discussion on whether to allow genetically engineered organism is currently between his
ministry and the Vice President’s Office with concerns on safety legislation protecting farmers
and consumers at stake.
Chiza said the debate is also focusing on whether to remove a contestable clause (strict
liability clause) in the bio safety regulatory framework to allow field trials of GMOs.
The clause in the bio safety regulatory framework ensures that even if GMOs were to be
introduced, the companies supplying them would be accountable in case anything wrong
happened to the seed output crop yields or the health of consumers.
“Time has come to stop being rigid and accept the use of GMOs especially in this time when
weather patterns change and suddenly all the rains come in one week,” said the minister.
Adding that, “We are looking at irrigation as the fastest means to increase growth in the
sector as the best tool to fight poverty.” Over 70 per cent of the population depend on
agriculture which produces 95per cent of food needs hence the need to improve efficiency.
Ends
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Tanzania advised to opt GMO to cut food crisis, increases productivity

BY LEONARD MAGOMBA
When I am standard three, about 25-year ago my grandfather used to taught me about the
benefit of having the varieties of seeds for farming. My grandfather told me that, in order to
avoid famine, I have to plant two types of maize crops, the early matured one and the other
one, I wish.
I didn’t take much time to bother about his idea, because I couldn’t believe that his thought
may perhaps be possible. My perception is that, it won’t be possible to plant different types of
seeds for the sometime and be able to harvest such crops in different days.
However, it was just an ignorance because there were two types of maize crops that time, the
one known as Katumani which matured early and be ready for consumption after almost
three-month and the common one, famous as Mlingoti which it’s maturity epoch takes up to
seven/eight months.
My disputation to accept new idea has made me to suffer with hunger as Katumani which was
an alternative crop to help me stabilize my food shortage were not part of my plant. My
perception is similar as what is happening in Tanzania for the time being whereby decision
makers are plunging politics to the serious matter as people in the rural areas die due to food
shortage which in big part caused by poor method for farming.
The government still saying that is not ready to adopt Genetic Modified Foods and Organisms
(GMO) technology although the National Assembly has already passed the Bill proposing for
the establishment of "The Plant Breeders' Rights Act, 2012".
The Bill was endorsed amid heated debate by Members of the Parliament who expressed
concern that it would open doors for multinational companies to come in the country and
develop genetically modified seeds and in the process undermine traditional ones.
Minister for Agriculture, Food Security and Cooperatives, Mr Christopher Chizza said that the
Bill aimed at replacing another law enacted by Parliament in 2002, The Protection of New
Plant Varieties (Plant Breeders' Rights) Act, 2002. He said that the 2002 law does not attract
researchers to research on seeds and that the new law would increase morale by introducing
royalty and copyrights.
Chizza says while tabling the Bill in the House for the second time that the government had no
intention to open doors for GMOs but it was a move aimed at looking for quality and high
yield seeds.
“For a GMO to be introduced in the country there are strict liabilities attached under the
Environmental Management Act, 2004, therefore there is no need to panic because we are all
patriotic and we would not like to put the future of our country in doubt,” minister Chiza said.
However when the government still undecided, a recent report from ActionAid Tanzania said
that about 120 Tanzanian children below the age of five die every day due to malnutrition.
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The report says the country is facing a severe vitamin and mineral deficiency that leads to loss
of life and costs the nation a whopping TSh700 billion in lost income annually.
U.N. Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon laid out this sobering statistic as he kicked off a three-day
summit on world food security Monday in Rome, says somewhere in the world, a child dies of
hunger every five seconds -- even though the planet has more than enough food for all.
This means that there is need to adopt for a modern and scientific farming so as produce
more for feeding the world population which has now reached 7 billion on October 31, 2011.
“Today, more than 1 billion people are hungry," he told the assembled leaders. Six million
children die of hunger every year -- 17,000 every day, Ki-moon said.
The summit opened with the leaders adopting a declaration to renew their commitment to
eradicating hunger. They promised to do so by promoting investment, reversing the decline in
funding for agriculture and tackling the effect of global warming on food security.
The Emeritus Professor of Plant Science, Christopher Leaver from Biosciences for Farming in
Africa said that Africa’s farmers can potentially grow enough food to feed the continent,
provide raw materials for the growing industries and avert future food crises if countries will
be willing embrace GMO.
Prof Leaver says with many African farmers effectively cut off from the high-yield seeds, and
affordable fertilizers and pest sides needed to expand their crop production, the continent has
turned to foreign imports to meet its growing needs in staple foods.
The World Bank experts demand for food in Africa to double by 2020 as people increasingly
leave the country side and move to the continent’s cities. Experts are confident that the
adoption of GMO should be one of the necessities that would help Tanzania to achieve green
revolution.
The Plant Breeding, Genetics and Agriculture of the National Institute for Agriculture Botany
based in UK, Dr Tina Barsby said the move to make green revolution come true should go
hand in hand with determination of accurate education on GMO and the associates,
infrastructure development, as well as removing barriers to regional trade in food staples.
Dr Tina added that to overcome famine, Tanzania should transform agricultural sector to a
modern system, to enhance food security and increase the incomes of small farmers and
proccesors through improving irrigation constructions of rural roads and other related issues.
According to minister Chiza, currently 20 to 25 million of hectares of Tanzanian land are highly
potential as well as 29.4 million hectares of land with varying degree of promising and fertile
for agriculture.
With all potential land that Tanzania own, the country will remain poor in terms of agriculture
if GMO will not be adapted because agriculture growth is still behind, despite the country’s
economy is increasing, Dr Tina said.
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The country’s economy is increasing and it is expected to grow between 6.5 to 7 per cent by
2014 with farmers remaining poor and cost of food price increasing.
Tanzania’s economy has been growing rapidly especially, in tourism sector , minerals and gas
due to discovery of gas but agriculture still sector remain poor, for this reasons awareness of
the government is to increase promote agriculture and GMO system.
Therefore awareness should be applied to small scale farmers, commercial farmers and the
government to look for alternative ways of applying various modern seeds and fertilizers.
Population in most African countries is expected to double by 2050 with no exceptional of
Tanzania therefore it is time for African countries to tune themselves and adapt genetic
organism and modern farming in order to feed the growing population in near future.
Ends
{et
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Breeders, farmers heave sigh of relief as parliament enacts rights bill

By Finnigan wa Simbeye
Despite having a good law which encourages plant breeding, quality and highly competitive
breeding institutions, Tanzania is one of the worst hit nations by malnutrition on the African
continent because much of hybrid seeds end up in storage rooms.
But now plant breeders, farmers and private companies are heaving a sigh of relief thanks to
the passing of a Plant Breeders Right Bill by parliament which will soon become allow.
“It will allow private companies to get new hybrid seeds developed by researchers Naliendele
Agricultural Research Institute (NARI) in south eastern part of the country.
Dr Mponda said for many years, local scientists have developed many hybrid seeds to improve
yields, fight pest and disease attacks but also improve nutrition in a country where food
security is still a pipe dream.
World Food Program’s Global Hunger Index lists the east African nation as alarming with 44
percent of the country’s population classified as undernourished particularly children. In all,
WFP’s GHI ranks the country number 10 for the worst affected countries for chronically
undernourished children beating only Ethiopia and the Democratic Republic of Congo in
Africa.
WFP has since launched a project dubbed Tumaini to help address the problem which is
targeting kids attending primary school to also encourage school attendance. Crops such as
hybrid groundnuts developed by scientists at NARI are an important nutritional source which
has not been effectively distributed to farmers over the years because of absence of the
necessary law.
“This new law will enable commercial companies to acquire them and supply them to farmers
many of which are still struggling with traditional varieties which are low yielding and prone to
insects and disease attacks,” Dr Mponda said.
One of the crops which NARI has developed over the past five years is a hybrid groundnuts
variety called Pendo which not only is high yielding but also has high yield.
According to United Nations International Children’s Fund (UNICEF)’s recent report, the east
African nation has lost over 600,000 under five years olds in the past decade which translates
into some 43,000 children in 2010 or one child every 12 minutes.
Calling on authorities to take urgent measures to address the situation, the UN specialized
agency which focuses on the plight of children and mothers, argued that the country is also
losing 700bn/- annually due to malnutrition.
“As government, we are addressing this problem by interventions in all areas because
malnutrition is a multidisciplinary problem, so we are improving public sensitization on
security by funding research into hybrid crops with high nutrition content,” said Health
Minister, Dr Hussein Mwinyi.
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Hybrid crops such as Pendo groundnuts is an important source of nutrition to help save dying
under-five year old kids in the country and reverse the shocking one death of a kid every 12
minutes.
But apart from enabling communities address nutritional needs, hybrid seeds like Pendo
groundnuts also help farmers increase yields and tame poverty as both farmers, private
companies and breeders increase their incomes.
At Rijk Zwaan Afrisem Limited based in Arusha, northern part of the east African nation, plant
breeding is also an important activity going on since 2008. The company which has its parent
company, Rijk Zwaan based in Netherlands, develops hybrid vegetable species to enable
farmers improve quality and quantity of their produce.
“When we first came here, we found local farmers producing between 5-9 tons of tomatoes
per hectare. We decided to show them how to increase their yields by using their very
traditional tomatoes seeds but apply modern crops husbandry practices which enabled us to
harvest 90 tons from the same area and 210 tons when hybrid seeds were used,” said Abel
Kulay, an agronomist with the company.
The company which also conducts fields training of the local farmers has so far enabled 400
local vegetable farmers get some basic knowledge on modern crop husbandry practices of
which 15 have already adopted hybrid cultivation of vegetables.
Ends…
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Introduction of GMO Might Face A Big Blow If Farmers Not Covered First

John Mbalamwezi
Back in the innocent days, my grandpa used to tell me an old story about how much his
society feared to adopt new crops introduced into their arable farms by the colonial masters.
It was the greatest fear of all because the society was mostly tied to the traditional crops,
traditional farming that have been practiced since the done of time.
Abiding to their culture and traditions, indirect resistance was the last option left for them.
They resisted by cooking or roasting cereal, then plant them on the field. In the end, fields
remained covered by wild grasses.
The introduction of globalization and formulation of different intervention has made it clear
that new systems must be applied to ensure food security and raw materials for industries in
developing countries.
This trend therefore led to the adoption of the new systems of crops breeding and genetic
engineering practices that were opposed to their traditions ways of farming
Long before the current furor about genetic engineering, various aspect of plant breeding
were controversial, and it is quite clear that particular idea about society and politics, even
religion, were implicated in people’s altitudes regarding plant bleeding.
“Most of farmers and other agricultural stakeholders are in dark, fearing of the unknown.
Scientist, researchers and the media should play a vital role to share light with farmers and
help to change things in a light direction for greater tomorrow,” said Dr. Omari Mponda from
Naliendele Agriculture Institute.
Dr. Mponda further said, when farmers are captured at first place before the introduction on
new intervention it makes them feel as part of the whole move, therefore easy for them to
accept and adopt any new system that comes along.
Giving example of how easy it was to make farmers accept new variety of cash nuts with high
yields, resistant to deceases and harsh environment, Dr. Mponda said “the use of traditional
dances helped”.
He said that, the songs that were being sang to farmers carried motivating messages that
made farmers feel as part of the whole.
The introduction of GMO in Africa, Tanzania inclusively, is now getting interesting as the ‘old
story’ that my grandpa used to tell me.
Stiff resistance is still rooting on the ground, and this is due to, among other things, lack of
adequate information or knowledge on the advantage and disadvantages that comes along
with the biotechnology.
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On the other hand, farmers and Governments in Africa might be resisting due to the fear of
losing the global market share. The world market has been threatening to restrain on the use
of GMO products as opposes to organic products.
The greatest fear of all is the earsplitting voice from the international organs and related
activists, cautioning African farmers and governments not to adopt GMO biotechnology for
greater good of their counties and for the good of the farmers.
But agriculture experts are against the notion that GM Biotechnology is bad for farmers.
“Genetic Engendering intends to improve the efficiency of plants as a whole in terms of its
yields, nutritional quality and organic characteristic that are resistant to diseases, droughts
and harsh environments,” said Dr. Tina Barsby from the National Institute for Agriculture
Botony in the United Kingdom.
Dr. Barsby further said, the overall loss of yield from pests is as 50%, therefore crop protection
is essential to maximize harvest. We need to move from chemical solution to biological
solution.
“Feeding the future population means doubling the productivity and improving the nutritional
quality of crops,” she said.
Now the world population stands at 7billion. In 2050, the population is expected to hit
9.0billion. Available data also shows that more than one billion people go hungry in the world
daily, 250 million are from Africa.
How can we afford to feed this growing population? Professor Chris Leaver from the
University of Oxford in the UK has the answer. “GM should now be adopted to improve
orphan crops which can address food security and nutrition to the rest of the world,” he said.
Professor Leaver further said, “Given the current trends in population, food production, trade
and environment, the adoption of available technology is very important,”
According to Professor Leaver, the combination of GM, education to farmers and other
agricultural stake holders, improves policies and subsidies to farmers will make it possible for
Africa to feed Africa.
The turn of twentieth century into the twenty-first has been the most acrimonious debate
over in the history of plant breeding; indeed, it is perhaps the only time when plant breeding
has become the topic of frenzied debate, news paper headlines, demonstrations and
television discussion programs.
It is therefore advent that with an increase in population, more countries in Africa and around
the world are turning on to Genetic engineering crops in order to feed their increasing
population and be able to attain food security required in their respective countries.
ends
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Tanzania researchers see radical solution to improved seeds

By Anastazia Anyimike
Tanzania agricultural researchers are optimistic about finding a solution for the problem of
hunger and food insecurity which is threatening to throw the government into disarray.
Dr. Omari Mponda, Principal Researcher from Naliendele Agricultural Research Institute says
that scientists are optimistic about reaching a solution for the hunger problem by improving
availability of improved seeds and plants.
Dr. Mponda said however that the government should spending more on research and
development in improving seeds which will be available for small scale farmers.
According to Dr. Mponda there is a possibility for a way out for farmers to improve their
production if research on improved seeds and establishment of modern farming will improve
food security and increase nutrients in foods for the people.
Dr. Mponda said this during the first science journalism training in Arusha whereby a group of
20 journalists from across the country were holding a four day training program in agriculture.
In Tanzania farmers have been for long time sees a gloom feature as they have been farming
for years without getting their due course following the government failure to put more
money to improve agriculture.
A recent report commissioned by the Agricultural Council of Tanzania (ACT) has discovered
that poor governance and lack of transparency impact negatively on the country's agro-inputs
subsidy scheme.
The report says that some regions of the country including Rukwa farmers purchased over
10,000 tonnes of counterfeit fertlizers which have caused farmers not to use the fertlizers in
the just ended farming seasons.
ACT Executive Director Janet Bitegeko says that the practice is not only dangerous to
agricultural production in the country, but also unethical and a threat to innocent farmers.
Ms. Bitegeko said that however, few measures have been taken to reduce counterfeit inputs.
Some of these include reviewing the Seed Act (2003) and removal of monopolies in the agroinput supply and distribution business.
“Poor monitoring of demand and supply of agro-inputs in the region has resulted in
uncertainty on actual supply at a particular time,” she said.
Over the years, Tanzania farmers have been left at the hands of unscrupulous agriculture
input dealers who have managed to abuse the fevourable zero rate agriculture input tax
regime in the country to exploit and cheat farmers.
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Of recent, the government said that it would no longer tolerate any unscrupulous seed
dealers in the country, promising stern measures especially against those distributing fake
hybrid seeds.
Agriculture, Food Security and Cooperatives minister Prof Jumanne Maghembe said seed
dealers are required to register their companies in a bid to promote traceability in case of any
fault.
Mr. Maghembe said that this would not be only be the solution, but it will also strengthen its
seed banks to fight against fake seeds by introducing Community Seed Banking.
“Tanzania farmers can be safe if the community seeds bank introduced in the rural area,” he
said adding that the benefit of community seed banking is readily accessible seeds, farmers
can know the source and the quality of the seeds. Thus, the community seed bank provides an
informal guarantee of quality.
Dr, Tina Barsby said, seeds bank is the way to store seeds, can be international, nation, region
or in the village.
Ms. Barsby said that Community seed banks are often understood as community-based stores
used for the distribution of seed and grain to the local communities on a loan basis.
“In some cases, they are designed as income-generating operations where high-externalinput seeds with chemical packages are distributed to the farming community,” she said.
Low-cost community-level seed storage facilities can help to preserve the drought and climate
change mitigating characteristics of traditional varieties, while, at the same time, serving as
base material for farmers to select special lines to meet their changing needs.
They also play a key role in improving market outlets through enabling communities to
produce crops of known quality and in stabilising prices over changing situations.
Thus, community seed bank development contributes toward promoting economic
empowerment of farmers.
By increasing the diversity of varieties that farmers grow and preserve through active use of
traditional varieties, particularly those with useful traits such as good grain quality,
adaptability, resistance too many biotic stresses, and tolerance of abiotic stresses, farmers can
increase yield and reduce disease and pest problems.
ENDS
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The Cultivation Of Sorgham

Daniel Magulu
The program is magazine format produced by Daniel Magulu, and aired through Radio Uzima
FM Dodoma. It is teaching on how to cultivate sorghum its importance as weather changed
due to climate change. It is a series of agricultural programs in Radio Uzima Dodoma.
The programs insert 1, is news from the regional commissioner addressing the society on the
importance of farming sorghum as there were no enough rains to plant maize. This is because
farmers always obeys what the government says.
Program insert 2, is a drama about the importance of sorghum in our family level. The debate
was about conservation focussing on natural and recommended pesticides for conserving
cereals. And how all family members can participate in to reduce poverty and famine, as well
as to food security.
Program insert 3, is the agricultural specialist talking about the importance of sorghum, what
is sorghum, why sorghum and how to prepare a file d for farming.
The program focussed on making awareness to small scale farmers to plant dry tolerant crops
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Maasai agriculture story

Lazarus Laiser
Radio piece – not archived due to technical issues
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Tanzanian agriculture and biosciences

Lutengano Haonga
Radio piece in Kiswahili – not archived due to technical issues
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Prize winners
Small prizes were awarded to the following media fellows for the journalistic pieces they produced
during the training workshop:
John Mbalamwezi – Introduction of GMO might face a big blow if Farmers not covered first
Rosemary Mirondo – Farmers to benefit from hybrid seeds and improved nutrition
Lazarus Laiser – Maasai agriculture radio piece
Finnegan wa Simbeye – Breeders, farmers breathe sigh of relief as Parliament enacts Bill
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8. Material supplied to Fellows
during training courses
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Material distributed during courses on USB stick
AGRA: The African Seed Company Toolbox

AGRA: Seeds

Academy of Sciences of South Africa: Science-based improvement of
rural/subsistence agriculture

Syngenta/FARA: Agricultural Biotechnology in Africa – Stewardship Case-Studies

ASARECA Newsletter: The Agri-Forum

CABI Annual Report

ATPS Policy Study: Why Informal Seed Sector is Important to Food Security

DNA Landmarks: A brief introduction to marker-assisted breeding
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Oregon State University: Advanced Plant Breeding course

Collard & Mackill; IRRI: Marker-assisted breeding for Rice Improvement

AGRA: Soil brochure

IITA: Annual Report 2011

ATDF Journal: Food Sovereignty edition

UN Commission on Sustainable Agriculture and Climate Change: Achieving Food
Security in the face of Climate Change

IFPRI report: Agricultural R&D in the Developing World

AATF annual report 2009

AGRA: Markets brochure
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ATDF Journal: Orphan Crops issue

Calestous Juma; Nature, Nov 2011: Preventing Hunger – Biotechnology is key

AGRA brochure: Africa’s Green Revolution

Science Africa: Volume 17

National Academies of Sciences/National Research Council: Exploring
sustainable solutions for improving global food supplies

Africa Technology Policy Studies Network: Annual Report 2010

William Kerr: Food Sovereignty – Old Protectionism

IFPRI Report: African Agricultural R&D in the New Millennium

FARA Report: Inventory of Innovative Farmer Advisory Services using ICT
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IITA: Research for Development Review

IFPRI Report: Country R&D Facts

Science Africa: Volume 15

AGRA Review 2011

AATF Annual Report 2010

Centre for the Advancement of Sustainable Agriculture: Conservation
Agriculture – Status and Prospects

University of Arizona – lecture course on Early Farming

NCERT Course on Genetics and Heredity
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Bjorn Lomborg; Project Syndicate: A Golden Rice Opportunity

ASSAf: GMOs for African Agriculture – Challenges & Opportunities

EuropaBio: Pocket Guide to GM Crops and Policies

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Argentina

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Bolivia

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Brazil

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Burkina Faso

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Chile

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: China
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ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Colombia

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Honduras

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: India

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Mexico

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Myanmar

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Pakistan

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Paraguay

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Philippines

ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: South Africa
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ISAAA Biotech Crops Country Report 2012: Uruguay

ISAAA Biotech Cotton – Annual update

ISAAA Biotech Maize – Annual update

ISAAA Biotech Canola – Annual update

ISAAA Biotech Soybean – Annual update

ISAAA Report on Global Status of Biotech/GM Crops

EMBO reports: “Stop worrying; start growing – Risk research on GM crops is a
dead parrot”

COGEM: Biotech in the news – lessons from a quantitative analysis of news
articles on biotech

Morris 2011: Modern Biotech – potential contribution & challenges for
sustainable food production in sub-Saharan Africa.
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Kikulwe et al 2011: Attitudes, perceptions and trust – insights from a consumer
survey regarding GM banana in Uganda.

The Royal Society: Genetically modified plants for food use and human health –
an update

The Royal Society: Responses to call for evidence on “Reaping the Benefits –
towards sustainable intensification of global agriculture”

The Royal Society: Reaping the Benefits – towards sustainable intensification of
global agriculture

Sense About Science: “Making Sense of GM”

Sense About Science: “I don’t know what to believe” – making sense of science
stories

ACME: A guide for African Science Media Officers

ACME: Handbook of Independent Journalism
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In addition we placed copies of around 50 different plant breeding and biotech videos from internet
sources onto the same USB drive as the documents, since bandwidth constraints in Africa would make
it almost impossible for fellows to download and watch these themselves.
Likewise we included some basic free software (eg Adobe pdf reader, vlc media player) on the USB
drive, since not all fellows had these available and would have found it difficult to download them
locally.
We also included some general information about the B4FA project as well as about our funder, the
John Templeton Foundation.
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Games and practical exercises
DNA extraction
To demonstrate what DNA looks like, illustrate the similarity of DNA across different types of
organism, and to give a small insight into the scientific process, all media fellows had the opportunity
to extract DNA from fruit by means of a simple experiment carried out during the training workshop.
Fruits selected were largely African (mango, avocado, papaya), though because it gives such clear
results we did also use strawberry when the fruit was available.

Following a simple experimental procedure (demonstrated beforehand through video – screenshots of
which appear above) and mentored by B4FA staff and the research experts present, fellows prepared
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their chosen fruit, mixed it with the communally-prepared extraction buffer, added the ethanol and
finally were able to collect the DNA they had extracted and transfer it into glass vials which they were
able to keep.

Inheritance
In order to demonstrate genetic traits, and to enable fellows to really understand how traits are
inherited through dominant and recessive alleles in living organisms, they were given the opportunity
to work through the inheritance of a single trait in this worksheet – the trait in this example was colour
in corn, which happens to be determined by a single gene, controlling for the expression of betacarotene.
Beginning with two heterogeneous “parents”, fellows were able to simulate the possibility of
“offspring” inheriting alleles of either trait from each parent by drawing stickers from a bag and placing
these on the blank circles of the “offspring” generation. The bags contained a large enough sample of
equal numbers of red and white stickers to ensure a near-random chance of either colour being
drawn.

Once the worksheets had been populated with stickers, fellows were asked to identify how the colour
trait would be expressed in each of the “offspring” individuals, and tot up how many of each colour
there were. With B4FA and local expert mentors, they were then encouraged to compare their results
with their neighbours’, the expected ratio of 3:1 (and results were also totalled across the whole group
to see how this compared to that ratio). Discussion was also encouraged of how these results would
seem to farmers and others who knew nothing of genetics, and might therefore be surprised to see
that two yellow maize parents could have a white maize offspring.
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Hybrid seed
In order to consolidate learning on how dominant and recessive alleles are inherited, and to
demonstrate the genetic reasons why saving and replanting seed from F1 hybrid plants is not a good
idea, fellows had the opportunity to work through the following F1 hybrid worksheet. Starting with the
two purebred lines which are combined by breeders to produce the F1 hybrid seeds, the worksheets
initially demonstrate how – through the genetics of inheritance – the F1 hybrid offspring end up with
the dominant traits that breeders are trying to produce. The two traits used in this example were size
and flavour, neither of which in reality is a simple trait controlled by just one gene.
The task for the fellows was then to simulate the characteristics of the F2 generation (the saved seed)
that would result from crossing the F1 hybrids. Once again, the equal probability of each allele of the
F2 generation inheriting either the dominant or recessive characteristic from the F1 generation was
simulated by drawing stickers at random from bags containing equal numbers of each choice (one bag
for each trait).

Once the worksheets had been populated with stickers, fellows were asked to identify how the size
and flavour traits would be expressed in each of the F2 individuals, and tot up how many of each there
were. With B4FA and local expert mentors, they were then encouraged to compare their results with
their neighbours’ and to reflect what this would mean to the crop productivity in the second year.
Discussion was also encouraged of how these results would seem to farmers and others who knew
nothing of genetics, and also to reflect on the fact that by saving seed, some of the resulting plants
will, because of the genetics of inheritance, have neither of the two traits that their F1 parents
uniformly possessed.
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9. Conclusions and
recommendations
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The training workshop was a successful way to close the first round of workshops.
Some of the technical issues, especially around hybrids and basic genetics were still challenging and
will have to be address in a more focal manner in future workshops. The culture and behaviour of
fellows differs in the different countries quite markedly (in terms of confidence, willingness to speak,
understanding and angle of approach to the issue), and this knowledge will also be used to tailor
future courses more specifically to local needs and expectations.
It would be good to increase the interactive aspects of the course. The media fellows were loud and
enthusiastic when discussing issues on the bus to the field trips, but it was hard to replicate this
enthusiasm in the training sessions themselves.
Plans now need to be drawn up for follow-up events and field trips in all the focus countries, to keep
the interest of fellows up.
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10. Presentations delivered in
training course
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Introduction
Dr Bernie Jones – B4FA Media Programme Director
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The Challenge of Achieving Food Security and Sustainability
Professor Chris Leaver – University of Oxford, UK
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Genetics, Plant Breeding and Agriculture
Dr Tina Barsby – National Institute for Agricultural Botany, Cambridge
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Science Journalism in Tanzania
Joseph Kithama – Media Consultant
SCIENCE JOURNALISM IN TANZANIA
Presentation by Joseph Kithama- Media Consultant (MA in Int Journalism, City University-London)
I feel highly privileged to make a brief presentation on science reporting in Tanzania before such a leant
circus of scientists and journalists who are meeting here for an important workshop.
I must confess, that I’m neither scientists nor a reporter on scientific issues. However, I take this
opportunity to share with you my l experience on Tanzanian press , predominantly from a peasantry view
point as I myself happen to have risen from peasant-farmer of food crops from one of the great grain
basket region of Tanzania
A BIRD,s OVERVIEW LOOK OF THE TANZANIAN PRESS
Before we talk on science reporting, let us make a flash back on the major phases the today’s Tanzania
Press has gone through. The media history goes back to the pre-independence Germany era, then the
British reign on the then Tanganyika. As usual, the main objective of the press b y then had been to serve
the interest of the rulers and support the spread of Christianity>
Tanzanian press also sailed through the post-independence phase of Ujamaa na Kujitegemea ( Socialism)
under which the media became state-owned by the national government. During the transitional phase,
the government made tremendous effort to promote agriculture through famous Kiswahili radio
programmes of Ukulima cha kisasa, Ukulima Wetu, Kilimo Cha Kufa na Kupona, Kilimo cha Umwagiliaji as
well as a bi-monthly newspaper called Ukulima wa Kisasa- which had correspondents all over the vast
country- At this juncture, I would to ask the whereabouts of the paper
However, the press was liberalized in 1980’s, virtually opening the door for the private press to operate
along the state-owned press. The result was a number of mushrooming radio stations, TV stations and
newspapers, some of them specifically emerging during election times and wither away after the election.
Several literatures, including a Handbook on Journalism, concede that currently, the Tanzanian Press is the
most diversified in Southern Sahara, with exception of South Africa>
WHAT’S THE POSITION OF SCIENCE REPORTING IN TANZANIA
The proliferation of both electronic and print media houses in Tanzania has, absolutely , left behind science
reporting at a time when the whole world is embracing scientific advancement in virtually all sectors
including agriculture>
With exception of a few electronic media houses which have been carrying programmes on agriculture, I
have never seen any paper addressing agricultural issues. Indeed, there has been some sponsored pull-outs
on agriculture in some newspapers serve as income- to the papers but rarely driven by the need to impart
new knowledge to farmers and other stakeholders.
Lack of editorial independence, which has been deprived-off by paid articles in the form of advertisement,
pull-outs, seminars and meetings has its own negative –in hindering the media to raise burning issues in
agricultural setbacks in the country like;
 Government initiated barriers to export of farmer’s crops to neighboring countries
 Forced credits of farmer’s crops by state agencies and cooperative societies
 Restrictions on internal exports of harvest
 Lack on inputs
 Importation of unsuitable farming machinery including tractors which are non-compatible to
Tanzania ( Indian and Korean examples)
BOTTENECKS IN SCIENTIFIC REPORTING
Despite many calls to start specialized journalism training through a venture between journalism institutes’
and agricultural training colleges, to date, nothing has been done –leaving behind a scenario of existing
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many generalist journalists who could hardly chew scientific news and translate the same to public
knowledge.
There is also a miss- link between media houses and agricultural and research institutes in the country> For
example, SUA University publishes most of scientific agricultural journals, namely; Journal of Agricultural
sciences , Tanzania Journal of Agriculture and Nature Conservation, Journal of Agricultural education and
extension, Tanzania journal of Agriculture Engineering and Journal of Development studies.
I do believe, that other agricultural institutions are also publishing their own titles, but let us ask ourselves,
how many times these journals have been quoted by the local press, despite being authored by
researchers of international reputation!
One of the under-lying problems is to up-lift an interesting story or feature from a scientific journal-because
you need to have a good understanding of both the subject as well as the language. In a country where
English is not our tongue, isn’t that easy.
On the bottom line of any profit-making media house, there is an issue of realizing profit in order to stay in
the street. Thus, in a country where readership researches show that the yellow press products,
affectionately called Magazeti ya Udaku ( Gossip papers) are out-smarting quality papers in the market,
agricultural stories have to be discarded due to commercial interests.
Ironically, 70 percent of the media in Tanzania is urban- based while the vast of the Tanzania population is
a rural inhabitant, with absolutely limited access to print media and moderate access to national electronic
media.
A combination of l the negative factors which has been raised above and some unmentioned factors-you
are cordially invited to share with us, have almost strangled science reporting in Tanzania.
Thank you for your attention
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F1 hybrids and Gm seeds
Dr Claudia Canales – B4FA
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Cassava Brown Streak Disease Case Study
Fortunus Kapinga – ARI Naliendele
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Cassava Seed Multiplication Case Study
Derick Samwel; Mkuranga Region Agricultural Extension Service
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Cassava marker-assisted selection Case Study
Esther Masumba – Sugarcane Research Institute
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Genetic Modification and Crop Improvement
Professor Chris Leaver – University of Oxford
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GM Crops in the field now and in the future
Prof Chris Leaver – University of Oxford
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Groundnet and Aflatoxin Case Study
Dr Omari Mponda – ARI Naliendele
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Coconut Breeding Case Study
Dr Grace Chipungahelo – Mikocheni Agricultural Research Institute
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The Basics of Science Reporting
Simon Berege – Tumaini University, Iringa
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Effective Interviewing
Sharon Schmickle – Journalist
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Creating a Top
Sharon Schmickle – Journalist
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Science / Media Dialogues
Prof Chris Leaver – University of Oxford
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Seed trade Environment in Tanzania
Daniel Otunge – African Agricultural Technology Foundation
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Beyond Phony Balance
Sharon Schmickle – Journalist
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